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I. MOTIVATION

In recent years, we have been enhancing and updating
gem5’s GPU support [1]. First, we have enhanced gem5’s GPU
support for ML workloads such that gem5 can now run [2].
Moreover, as part of this support, we created, validated, and
released a Docker image that contains the proper software
and libraries needed to run GCN3 and Vega GPU models
in gem5. With this container, users can run the gem5 GPU
model, as well as build the ROCm applications that they
want to run in the GPU model, out of the box without
needing to properly install the appropriate ROCm software and
libraries [2], [3]. Additionally, we have updated gem5 to make
it easier to reproduce results, including releasing support for a
number of GPU workloads in gem5-resources [4] and enabling
continuous integration testing on future GPU commits.

However, in an effort to provide sufficient coverage, the cur-
rent testing support for GPU tests requires significant runtime
both for the nightly and weekly regression tests. Currently
most of these regression tests test the GPU SE mode support,
since GPU FS mode support is still nascent. Unfortunately,
much of this time is spent parsing input files to create
arrays and other data structures that the GPU subsequently
computes on. Although SE mode does not simulate the system
calls needed to read these input files, nevertheless this still
represents a significant overhead that increases runtime and
prevents other tests (potentially providing additional coverage)
from being run in that same timeframe. In an effort to address
this, in the work we have been working on utilizing SE mode’s
avoiding modeling system calls to speed up the runtime of
the GPU regression tests. Specifically, we redesign the input
reading phase of these GPU tests to create and use mmap’d
files for their input arrays (which SE mode completes all at
once) instead of reading in the files entry by entry. In doing
so, we see significant reductions in runtime of at least 29%.

II. IMPLEMENTATION & METHODOLOGY

Although both the mmap’d and non-mmap’d inputs for these
benchmarks both use SE mode, we take advantage of the fact
that mmap’d files can be completed in a single access because
SE mode will have the underlying real hardware perform the
mmap – and in the process read in the entire set of inputs at
once. The alternative – using system calls like fgets – also
uses the underlying hardware to read in the inputs, but requires
that we perform many fgets (usually 1 such system call per
line in the input file). However, since the applications gem5
supports (e.g., Pannotia [5]) often run on large grants with at

least thousands of lines of inputs, performing these operations
is still time consuming – sometimes even taking longer than
the portion of the benchmark that simulates the GPU kernels.
Thus, changing the benchmarks to use mmap’d inputs can
significantly improve runtime. Moreover, since these bench-
marks often run many different input files, hardcoding the
values we want to read is not realistic. Instead, our redesigned
benchmarks use input flags to create mmap’d files for a specific
input file on real hardware and then use those mmap’d files
with another flag when run in gem5. Thus, our solution is
configurable and flexible regardless of inputs used.

To determine the efficacy of our approach we examined
Pannotia’s Floyd-Warshall (FW) benchmark [5] from gem5-
resources [3] on gem5’s Vega 10 GPU model. Thus far, we
have only used the small 1k_128K.gr input graph from
the Pannotia repo. Then, we compared the runtime (using
Linux’s time) of gem5 using the baseline version of FW
that reads in the input file one line at a time and our modified
version that creates and then uses a mmap’d file instead for
the inputs. Overall, our results show that using mmap’d files
reduces FW’s runtime by 41%, demonstrating the value in
extending this approach to other benchmarks. Moreover, since
the proportion of the simulation time spent reading input files
is often proportional with input file size, we expect the gains
for other, larger graphs will be even bigger.

III. CONCLUSION

Architectural simulation tools are highly important to the
computer architecture community: both industry and academia
rely on these tools to substantiate their findings. Given their
widespread use, it is important that regressions be performed
frequently to ensure new features do not affect the correctness
of existing features. This introduces a new source of tension:
ensuring sufficient coverage while not bloating runtime to
unacceptable levels (e.g., too many tests to run overnight). By
adding flexible, configurable support for the GPU SE mode
tests to use faster mmap’d inputs instead of slowly reading
in input files, our approach helps alleviate this tension: either
more tests can be in the same amount of time (increasing
coverage without increasing runtime) or the regression tests
can be completed faster (reducing runtime for the current level
of coverage). Although so far we only have examined a single
GPU benchmark, we are currently adding similar support for
the other GPU workloads in gem5-resources and integrating
this support into both gem5-resources and the per-checkin,
nightly, and weekly regression tests.
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